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Subject of Review:

There is increased interest in world sugar prices and their effect on the
U.S. sugar market. In the past this interest, especially among
policymakers, has been limited because world sugar prices have been
below levels at which U.S. sugar program supports domestic prices.
However, in the period August 2009 through July 2012, world prices
for raw sugar have averaged 24.28 cents per pound, or more than 5
cents per pound above the U.S. raw sugar loan rate. There now
increased likelihood that U.S. sugar prices will derive more support
through world prices than through domestic, legislatively-set price
support levels. Consistent with pricing relationships of the last three
years, the margin between U.S. and world raw sugar prices is likely to
be the policy-relevant indicator of internal U.S. supply-demand
balance. Also, an important implication is U.S. federal budget
expenditure on the sugar program is likely to be small, if not zero, for
the foreseeable future. The goal of this report is to better understand
the dynamics affecting the world price of raw sugar. The report focuses
on a small set of factors important for explaining developments over
the medium to long-term. Although world prices are higher now than
they were in the past, this is not necessarily a sign that a structural
change has taken place or that there exists some new dynamic not
present in prior periods. The goal is to analytically separate out the
various relationships underlying the pricing.
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